Introduction
random chemical mutagenesis, which produces unrelated lines of mutants with SNPs (Greene 113 et al., 2003) . 114 The impact of diverse experimental and analysis choices on the chance of an analysis 115 procedure successfully identifying the phenotype-associated gene can generally be 116 summarized into their impact on two sample-wise analysis effectiveness indicators, the 117 "sensitivity" and "specificity" with which the analysis procedure under evaluation is able to 118 detect the phenotype-causing variants for each sample. This framework allows application of 119 different analysis procedures on different samples, which permits fine-tuning of 120 sample-specific analysis procedures based on sample-specific data qualities. With the 121 sample-wise variant detection sensitivities and specificities, the combined study-wise analysis 122 effectiveness indicators (the four measurements outlined previously) can be computed in a 123 recursive form. The algorithm is detailed in the software manual. 124 Figure 1 illustrates the general workflow of GIPS, which formally considers seven 125 aspects of an analysis procedure that change the procedure's chance of success in gene 126 identification. These aspects include 1) the number of phenotype-exhibiting samples being 127 sequenced, 2) the genomic region being sequenced, 3) the quality and depth distribution of 128 the sequencing data, 4) the choice of software and parameters used to align the sequencing 129 reads, 5) the choice of software and parameters to call variants, 6) the choice of strategies to 130 filter variants that are unlikely to associate with the phenotype, and 7) the criterion to report 131 candidate genes. The impacts of these choices can be estimated from real data, or customarily 132 specified in simulation to experiment with the belief of an investigator. 133 8 In general, the impact of "the genomic region being sequenced" and "the approach to 134 filtering unlikely causal variants" on the variant detection sensitivity of each sample can be 135 estimated by using the same approach as that used to filter a library of known 136 phenotype-causing variants and then computing what proportion of the phenotype-causing 137 variants will be discarded. For humans, the ClinVar database collected 19,334 Mendelian 138 phenotype-associated variants (Landrum, Lee et al., 2014) . If we assume that disruption of the 139 same functional genomic region (i.e., promoter, exon, splice site, etc.) has the same 140 probability of producing a phenotypic change, ClinVar may also be used as a reference library 141 for higher plants if no appropriate library exists. 142 The impact of "the quality and depth distribution of the sequencing data", "the approach 143 to mapping sequencing reads onto the genome", and "the variant calling methods" on the 144 variant detection sensitivity of each sample can be estimated by simulating a set of 145 sequencing data with the same quality and depth distribution. The simulated sequencing reads 146 are from a genome containing random artificial (simulated) variants. Therefore, the combined 147 impact of these factors on variant detection sensitivity can be estimated by computing what 148 proportion of the artificial SNPs is detected. 149 GIPS measures the sample-wise specificities of an analysis procedure by computing the 150 frequency of detected variants per base in the effective genomic region (after all variant 151 filtering steps) for each sample based on its actual sequencing data. Assuming that all 152 detected variants are unrelated to the phenotype, these frequencies are used to compute how 153 9 many genes are expected, by chance, to accumulate random mutations in multiple samples 154 and pass the candidate gene criterion. 155 In sequencing-based direct gene cloning, the criterion to report candidate genes is 156 typically a minimal frequency with which a candidate gene is expected to harbor variants in 157 phenotype-exhibiting samples, i.e., M from N samples. The technique of recursive computing 158 allows efficient summation of probabilities over all possible combinations of M from N 159 samples. Therefore, the four study-wise analysis effectiveness measurements outlined before 160 can be recursively factorized into terms that are computable from the sample-wise variant 161 detection sensitivities and specificities. The full GIPS algorithm is detailed in the user 162 manual. 163 The use of GIPS is demonstrated with a forward genetics study that aims to identify a 164 rice gene that can epistatically suppress the phenotype of Ospho2, which shows symptoms of 165 phosphate toxicity under a normal phosphate supply. Phosphate (Pi) is an essential nutrient 166 for plant growth and development. Pi limitation is generally a constraint on crop yield in 167 cultivated soils (Raghothama, 1999) . To identify breeding practices that improve crop nutrient 168 efficiency, it is important to understand the molecular mechanisms of Pi uptake and 169 utilization. The mutation of PHOSPHATE2 (PHO2) was first described in Arabidopsis. Its 170 phenotype is over-accumulation of Pi in shoot tissues (Delhaize and Randall, 1995) . 171 Arabidopsis PHO2 (AtPHO2) was later characterized as an ubiquitin-conjugating E2 enzyme 172 (Liu et al., 2012) . OsPHO2, the AtPHO2 homolog in rice (LOC_Os05g48390), was also 173 identified as an important regulator in rice phosphate translocation and homeostasis, which 174 functions similarly to AtPHO2. The Ospho2 mutant shows leaf tip necrosis and Pi 175 accumulation in mature leaves (Hu et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2009) . 176 An Ospho2 Tos17 insertion mutant was obtained from the Rice Genome Resource 177
Center, Japan (Accession: NE8536). We derived a homozygous mutant line (HNE8536) from 178 this Ospho2 Tos17 insertion line (Wang et al., 2009 ). An EMS-induced mutant library was 179 generated from the HNE8536 homozygous Ospho2 mutant line. To identify the mutated gene, we sequenced the genome of M28, M29 and M249 and 187 used GIPS to analyze the results. As detailed in the user manual, the default analysis 188 procedure identified 28 candidate genes, too many for experimental validation. The study 189 effectiveness indicators computed by GIPS were used to guide optimization of the analysis 190 procedure. Using the optimized analysis procedure, only one candidate gene was reported 191 (LOC_Os02g56510, or OsPHO1;2). This candidate is a known regulator of Pi homeostasis 192 (Secco et al., 2010) , and it is likely downstream of OsPHO2, as evidenced by the homologous 193 gene function in Arabidopsis (Liu et al., 2012) . The SNPs detected in OsPHO1;2 in M28, 194 M29 and M249 were further confirmed with Sanger sequencing (data not shown). 195 In Arabidopsis, the AtPHO1 gene is known to function in root-to-shoot Pi transfer. The 196
Atpho1 mutant shows symptoms of low leaf Pi content and severe Pi deficiency because of 197 defective Pi loading into the xylem (Poirier et al., 1991) . Therefore, AtPHO1 has been 198 considered a Pi transporter (Hamburger et al., 2002) . A recent study demonstrated that 199
AtPHO1 is a crucial component downstream of AtPHO2. AtPHO2 modulates the degradation 200 of AtPHO1 in endomembranes (Liu et al., 2012) . In the rice genome, there are three AtPHO1 201
homologs. Previous studies identified OsPHO1;2 as a key player in Pi homeostasis (Secco et 202 al., 2010) . Data obtained from this study further illustrate that OsPHO1;2 is epistatically 203 downstream of OsPHO2, which suggests that the PHO2-PHO1 regulatory pathway may be 204 conserved between the monocot and dicot plants. 205 Because the size of the rice genome is approximately 3 times that of the Arabidopsis 206 genome, one of the advantages of performing a forward genetics study is the ability to 207 determine whether there are any additional major components downstream of OsPHO2 in rice. 208 Our results showed that all random rice mutants exhibiting the same rescuing phenotype 209 harbored mutations in the same gene. This observation indicates the lack of other major 210 components downstream of OsPHO2, which provides additional evidence for the 211 conservation of the PHO2-PHO1 pathway. To further validate this conservation, we screened 212 another 5000 lines from the EMS-induced mutant library based on the HNE8536 homozygous 213
Ospho2 mutant line. One additional mutant (M358), which exhibited the same Pi tolerance 214 phenotype, was obtained. We validated the phenotype of M358 similarly by measuring its 215 shoot Pi concentration and confirming its OsPHO2 Tos17 insertion ( Figure 2 ). As expected, 216 we found a high-effect mutation Ser340Gly in OsPHO1;2 in M358 (Figure 2 
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As previously outlined, for a qualitative trait, although it is possible that multiple genes 279 can produce similar phenotypes, it is unlikely that two genes produce exactly the same 280 phenotype. Therefore, the key to the success of a sequencing-based direct gene cloning study 281 is arguably the definition of a proper set of phenotype criteria that can identify mutants of the 282 same gene. The stricter the phenotype criteria are, the more likely that the included samples 283 are mutants of the same gene. When GIPS reports a high significance of violating the 284 Mendelian assumption, investigators are advised to re-confirm the phenotypes of the samples 285 included in the study. If there is no doubt, investigators are advised to consider using a stricter 286 set of phenotype criteria for this study that examine more minor phenotypic traits and can 287 distinguish mutants of different but functionally related genes. 288 In general, the approach of sequencing-based direct cloning in forward genetics study is 289 expected to gain popularity. The reasons are two-fold. First, this approach does not require the 290 generation of cross or backcross populations, which significantly accelerates the gene 291 identification process. Although this time advantage may require more effort spent in 292 screening mutant libraries to obtain multiple unrelated mutants of the same phenotype, library 293 screenings in typical forward genetics studies require only bare-eye observation. The cost of 294 screening a larger library is usually acceptable. Furthermore, rapid development of automated 295 phenotyping technologies facilitates screening large libraries for minor phenotypes that 296 cannot be easily observed (Humplik et al., 2015) . Second, this approach does not require the 297 creation of a population, and therefore is free from related limitations. This approach is 298 readily applicable in identification of genes that are important in organ development and 299 reproductive development. In this context, GIPS provides guidance on the effective design and execution of a 301 sequencing-based direct cloning study. It is different from other gene prioritization software, 302 such as ANNOVAR (Wang, Li et al., 2010) , which scores genes and variants to provide a 303 rank. These priority scores do not advise, when no phenotype-associated gene can be 304 identified, whether an investigator should change the analysis procedure, validate more 305 candidate genes, add more samples, or re-examine the phenotype criteria used in the study. 306 GIPS implements a probabilistic framework that models the entire process of the 307 sequencing-based direct cloning study. Within this framework, other gene prioritization 308 software focusing on removing genes/variants that are unlikely to associate with the 309 phenotype can be integrated with the GIPS workflow as additional gene/variant filters. 310
311

Materials and Methods
312
Plant material and growth conditions 313 The original pho2 Tos17 insertion mutant and wild type Nipponbare were obtained from 314 the Rice Genome Resource Center, Japan (http://tos.nias.affrc.go.jp/). The homozygous pho2 315 mutant (HNE8536) was prepared as described in Wang et al. (2009) . Hydroponic and soil pot 316 experiments were performed as described in Zhou et al. (2008) were selected and subjected to further tests in hydroponics, as described in Wang et al. (2014) . 323 Photographs were taken for plants grown in soil in the greenhouse of Zhejiang University on 324 day 60 in August. 325
Whole-genome sequencing 326 Genomic DNA was extracted from leaf tissue using the Qiagen Maxi kit (Qiagen Inc., 327 Valencia, CA generally be summarized into their impacts on two sample-wise analysis effectiveness indicators: the "sensitivity" and "specificity" for each sample with which the analysis procedure is able to detect the phenotype-causing variants. Sensitivity and specificity are affected by the genomic region being sequenced, the quality and depth distribution of sequencing reads, the choice of software and parameters to align sequencing reads, the choice of software and parameters to call variants, and the choice of strategies to filter variants that are unlikely to associate with the phenotype. 
